
RECOMMENDATION FOR DRAFTING RESEARCH FOR PUBLICATION IN ROMANIAN JOURNAL OF 
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Each manuscript submitted to RJPT must be accompanied by a cover letter. The cover letter 
should contain a brief explanation regarding the importance of the paper and why the content of 
the manuscript suits the scope of the journal.  

The author/authors should confirm in the cover letter that neither the manuscript nor any parts 
of it are currently under consideration or published in another journal. 

Also, the cover letter should mention the contact information for the corresponding author 
(affiliation, email address). 

The principles underlying the drafting work ethics, rules, norms and practices ethical and 
aesthetic. To achieve uniform appearance and to ensure outfit scientific journal articles, the 
editorial team recommended magazine contributors consider aspects will be presented. 

Drafting articles generally comply with recommendations made by the International Committee 
of Editors of Medical Journals (www.icmje.org). 

The full papers will be prepared entirely in English. 

The paper will have 4-8 pages, including illustrations, tables and graphs. It will be processed with 
spaces for one row, justified, written in Office Word, Calibri, font 12, format A4, with borders: 
top 2 cm, bottom 2 cm, left/inside 2 cm, right/outside 2cm. 

The abstract should be a single paragraph of no more than 300 words and should give a relevant 
overview of the manuscript. It is indicated that authors to use the following section in structuring 
the abstract: introduction, methods and materials, results, discussion and conclusions. 

Editorial team of collaborators recommends the following structure of the manuscript: pages will 
be numbered centrally below in the following order: 

 page 1 - title, font 14, aligned to the left; name and surname of the authors, Calibri, font 
12, italic, vaulted, italic, aligned to the right. Author’s affiliation will be written in footnote 
(1, 2) in the bottom of the page;  

 page 2 - abstract and keywords; 

 following pages - text of the paper, including illustrations, tables, graphs; 

 last pages – References using APA Citation Format (https://apastyle.apa.org/style-
grammar-guidelines/references/examples). 

The work must meet the requirements of scientific standards and format for researchers. 

Depending on the recipients work, protocol differs significantly, with an academic character, the 
popular, scientific or informal. 

Manuscripts will be sent to the following address: revrokineto@gmail.com  
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